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Tēnā koutou katoa,

At long last, we did it!

Te Ohu Pūniho Ora o Aotearoa – the New Zealand Oral Health Association (NZOHA) is no

longer a “what if” discussion or something the past NZDHA Executive and NZDOHTA Board

hoped could be achieved. It has been achieved. To get to this point has been an absolute

rollercoaster of extreme highs and big lows. But those involved had a strong vision of a great

future as one unified association. I would like to thank everyone who had a positive

contribution in the creation of NZOHA.

As I reflect on the past year as President, I am extremely proud of the NZOHA Executive team

and the professional association we have created together for our members. The challenges

we have navigated together as two separate associations has made us a strong team. A team

that has become more like a family. A family that is more aware of needs of our members

and the sector or profession they are in.

Creating NZOHA coincided with the change of the Dental Council of New Zealand

recertification requirements, which has taken some adjustment in our thinking of the way we

meet professional competence.  This is an adjustment for everyone, there is no limit to your

knowledge bank so I encourage all members not to put a limit on their professional

education.

NZOHA has spent a lot of time creating a brand new, user-friendly software to enhance the

association. The new membership portal has been designed as a resource to assist our

members to record and reflect on their professional development plans and interact with

peers.

Alongside a new membership portal, we were able to build a new administrator portal. The

admin portal has been designed to reduce administration of the NZOHA and most things are

now automated and edited by yourself via member profile.



As NZOHA is a new identity, we still have many running aspects of the association to work

through and will continue to do so with the members needs as the main focus in the future

development of NZOHA.

One of our main priorities is to make our advocacy voice even louder, so we are heard at the

right tables of discussion

Since the formation of NZOHA, I am proud to say our membership numbers have grown

exponentially. Since the 1st of April this year we have had over 250 membership requests. We

hope that this number continues to grow as more practitioners see the value in being a

member of our unified association. I would like to personally thank all of you for being such

loyal members who support the NZOHA.

Uncertain times over the last few years have made it difficult to plan events like the annual

conference. We have been very adaptive and offered a large array of webinars. I am thrilled

that we will be able to meet in person at the upcoming launch event at the end of the

month. This event started out as a small one, which rapidly expanded. Thank you to our

sponsors and supporting companies who will all be present on the day. I am also pleased to

advise that the NZOHA will be hosting a Clinical Skills Event in Dunedin on the 11th and 12th of

November 2022. During this event, members will have the opportunity to engage in hands

on learning in the University of Otago’s Faculty of Dentistry simulation clinic. I hope to see as

many of you there as possible.

As always it has been an absolute pleasure being the President and it is a daily challenge I

enjoy. The achievements of the NZOHA would not be possible without the support of the

Executive: Samuel, Erin, Chris, Lizelle, Melody, Anishma, Toni and Nafiz. Executive life is

demanding and can evolve at rapid pace. Your unwavering commitment and contribution are

greatly appreciated.

After six years on the Executive of the NZDHA and NZOHA, Erin Campbell Day will be

stepping down from her role as Treasurer and Administrator. Erin’s contribution to the

Executive has been outstanding and, on many occasions, Erin has gone above and beyond for

the members. Erin thank you for your time, dedication and entertainment. You will now be

able to have those weekend lie ins and enjoy your time with Jay and the boys.

Nafiz Hussien will also be leaving the Executive after his three year contribution as previous

Chair of NZDOHTA. Nafiz thank you for rising to the challenge regrouping the NZDOHTA and

moving forward with the NZOHA. You have brought the NZOHA Executive team a wealth of

public sector knowledge which we have all gained from.

Once again thank you to you, the members. Please keep supporting us so that we as an

executive will keep striving for excellence.

Ngā manaakitanga, nā,



Anna Holyoake
NZOHA President


